Interactive Projector using Camera Tracked Laser Pointer
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Abstract - In this paper we introduce an Interactive Projector using image processing and computer vision technique. The interactive projector provides great advantage with new human-computer interactive large screen display system. The main aim of the Interactive projector is to provide graphical user interface on the projector screen, so that user will be able to draw on the projector screen using laser beam. The components it includes are computer/Laptop, Laser pen, Projector, Camera.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Projector screens are most widely used in teaching environment as well as in Auditoriums. And it also used in Conference Hall for the presentations. This paper provides an easy solution for drawing on projector screen to make an interactive projector on flat surface wall so that presenter can add more value to presentation and understanding of attendees so that the session becomes more interactive. The main drawback of the present system is, it ties the presenter with his computer and keyboard so presenter can’t make presentation more interactive. To avoid this we have developed this system.

The basic idea is very simple: a program running on the PC will process the image viewed from the webcam, find the position of the laser pen/light spot, and use this position to determine where to place the mouse cursor on the screen. Now, if we assume that the light spot is always the brightest object in the area, then the detection algorithm will be very simple: find the location of the pixel with the highest intensity level. This idea is diagrammatically explained in Fig.2

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

A. Identification of Need

Normal Projector cannot provide any interaction mode for presenter so that he/she cannot with it. It can only allow presenter to control slide using remote control. Today’s projector do not interact with user i.e. it cannot allow user to draw line, shape or highlight specific content. Therefore our aim is to develop projector which can interact with presenter and allow presenter to draw line and highlight content.

B. Present System in Use

C. Flaws in Present System

1. Lack of Interaction in Projector Presentation:

Today’s projector is not so interactive. When user is using projector he/she will capable of controlling it using remote control or computer attaches to it.

2. Presenter cannot Highlight, mark on the screen:

For pointing any content on screen operator has to use either laser or wooden scale. Presenter cannot highlight, mark on the content. Using interactive projector presenter can point out and highlight content on slide.
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 2 shows system architecture diagram, the user interacts with the system through laser beam. System consists of camera which is facing towards projected screen and it continuously captures the images of the projector screen. These images are analyzed and laser beam is detected using detection algorithm. The behaviour of the laser beam is analyzed and similar signals are generated from it. Then the operations performed by the laser beam are displayed on the screen.

IV. PROCESSING PHASES OF THE SYSTEM

The system consists of four Processing Phases [2]

A. Image Capture

B. Image Processing

C. Transformation

D. Interpretation

A. Image Capture

The processing starts with image capture, camera continuously capture the images of projector screen and send it to the computer/Laptop.

B. Image Processing

The images captured in previous phase are processed in image processing phase. The main aim of the image processing phase is to find out position of laser point in the image. The laser point detection is detailed explained in next point no.V.

C. Transformation

In the Transformation phase display image coordinates are calculated. So to calculate they first consider area for display image. From the camera image coordinates display image coordinates are calculated.[2] And from these display image coordinates we find out the location of laser beam/point.

D. Interpretation

The goal of interpretation phase is the generation of mouse/keyboard actions like Left click, Right click, Button press and Button release. As laser pen has no buttons so the mouse/keyboard actions cannot be performed directly. The Button press action is simulated as follows:

While using laser pen it is impossible to point laser beam at same location. To deal with this problem consider a certain area. If laser point is present in that area for certain amount of time then Button press actions are generated. By this way interpretation of mouse/keyboard actions is done.

V. LASER POINT DETECTION AND CALIBRATION

A. Set the Region of Interest Areas

To settle the laser pointers exactly on the images inputted by the camera, first we select four points before starting the program. We set the four regions of interest areas as shown in Fig. 3: upper left, upper right, bottom left and bottom right.

B. Detection of Laser point

The detection of laser point enables us to detect the laser point’s position on the captured images. To find out position of laser point in image we use RGB and HSV filter technique. After passing image through RGB and HSV filter it results into Black and white image with detected laser beam as white and rest of the part as black.

After filtering the laser point from the image next step is to find out its pixel position. To find out pixel position we consider a particular area and find out its centre using Centroid of Area algorithm. [3] Next we acquire that area to visualize a laser beam. When the beam is reported the coordinates(x, y) of its centre are computed by using following equation,
\[ x = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i)}{n} \]
\[ y = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i)}{n} \]

[3] Where \( n \) represents the number of pixels in the beam (in its area) and \((x_i, y_i)\) are the coordinates of each individual pixel.

VI. WORK FLOW DIAGRAM

Following fig. 3 explains the general work flow of the system:
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VII. FUTURE SCOPE

In future, use of multiple laser pointers can be made possible. This can be achieved by modifying the current algorithm to capture whole screen regardless of pointer detection. Also accuracy of the pointer position can be increased in future. Currently system works for 30fps camera, in future the speed can be increased with faster algorithms.

CONCLUSION

User friendliness is important while giving presentation with the help of projector. The interactive projector provides user friendly interface. With simple image processing techniques, direct access from screen is possible. Using a simple laser pointer we can access projector screen. The drawback of accuracy can be reduced with high quality camera.
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